Call for application: CALL TO AWARD 20 "UNITO STUDENTS AT RISK" SCHOLARSHIPS to International Students - Academic Year 2022-2023

HOW TO APPLY
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION (UNITO FOR STUDENTS AT RISK):
13 SEPTEMBER 2022 AT 11:00 CEST

If you have already applied on Apply@Unito, read the call and apply to the scholarship «UniTO for Students at Risk» including your ID applicant number in the google form.

Please, carefully check the admission requirements and required procedures.

Read the call for competition and the FAQ at:
https://en.unito.it/studying-unito/scholarships-international-students
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION: 1-12 SEPTEMBER 2022 (only for those students who have not submitted their application yet.)

If you haven’t applied on Apply@Uniyo yet, please follow the instructions provided in the next slides.

After the registration on Apply@Unito platform, you will see your ID Applicant number. Please enter it in the Google form for the scholarship application. The deadline for applying to the scholarship call is 13 September 2022 h. 11:00 CEST
This procedure is dedicated to:

a) Citizens coming from Ukraine
   - holding a residence permit for temporary protection issued in Italy after the 24th February 2022;
   - holding a residence permit for asylum or subsidiary protection or for reasons of special protection, or for other typologies of protection pursuant to the current Italian legislation regarding immigration issued in Italy after the 24th February 2022;

b) Citizens coming from Afghanistan
   - holding a residence permit for asylum or subsidiary protection or for reasons of special protection, or for other typologies of protection pursuant to the current Italian legislation regarding immigration issued in Italy after June 2022;

c) Citizens coming from other EU and non-EU countries:
   - holding a residence permit for asylum or subsidiary protection or for reasons of special protection, or for other typologies of protection pursuant to the current Italian legislation regarding immigration issued in Italy from 2017;

These candidates do not have to pay the application fee of 50€.

*Please read carefully the call for admission published here.*
1. Check the admission requirements for the program of your interest
YOUR JOURNEY TO UNITO STARTS HERE!

ENTER YOUR PREFERRED DEGREE PROGRAM HERE!

What do you want to study?
- UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE
- POSTGRADUATE DEGREE
- 5/6 YEAR POSTGRADUATE DEGREE
FILTER THE COURSES TO BEST SUIT YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS!
ALL THE INFORMATION YOU NEED IS READILY AVAILABLE ON EACH DEGREE PROGRAM DEDICATED WEBPAGE, INCLUDING THE TYPE OF DEGREE, DURATION, ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS, TUITION FEES, AND STUDY LANGUAGE.
CHECK HERE THE LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR EACH DEGREE PROGRAM

The entry qualification documents are accepted in the following languages: Italian / English / French / Spanish.

These documents shall be written or translated in one of the following languages: Italian, English, French, Spanish. If the document is issued in a different language from those listed above, you will have to upload both the original document and its certified translation.

The above documents need to be handed in to the University of Torino in the original when you arrive.

English

Applicants must have good English language proficiency – at least at the B2 level of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) – that will be verified through the TARM-English language test.

Check if any additional document is required
2. Check requested documents
HERE YOU CAN SEE WHICH DOCUMENTS ARE REQUIRED TO SUBMIT YOUR APPLICATION.
HERE YOU CAN SEE WHICH STUDY DOCUMENTS ARE REQUIRED BASED ON YOUR COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

Required documentation

What should I upload in my online application?

Make sure to upload the following documents in submitting it within the deadlines:

- ID card (for Italian and EU applicants) or passport (for non-EU applicants);
- a valid residence permit for Italy, only for non-EU applicants residing in Italy;
- all required documents listed here, depending on the foreign education system of reference for your high school diploma/post-secondary qualification/undergraduate degree.

For postgraduate degree programmes only:

- motivation letter in English/Italian;
- additional documents required by some specific postgraduate degree programmes (please refer to "Entry qualification", "Language requirements" and "Other requirements" of the degree program description), such as: form on minimum credit requirements and English language certification(s);
- further optional documentation: degree programme syllabus (course description) issued by the foreign Institution/University, provided with a translation into Italian, English, French or Spanish.

All documents uploaded in your online application are accepted in Italian, English, French or Spanish. If your documents are issued in a different language, an official translation in one of the above-mentioned languages is also required.
3. Go back to Apply@Unito homepage and register
CLICK HERE TO REGISTER AND SELECT THE PREFERRED DEGREE PROGRAM
PLEASE MAKE SURE TO FILL IN ALL OF YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION, ESPECIALLY THE FIELDS MARKED BY A RED ASTERISK (WHICH ARE MANDATORY). YOU HAVE TO ENTER YOUR COMPLETE NAME AND SURNAME AS INDICATED IN YOUR PASSPORT/ID DOCUMENT.
WRITE HERE THE NAME OF YOUR PREFERRED DEGREE PROGRAM

Cosa vuoi studiare?
Area & Global Studies for International Cooperation

University of Turin
Italy, Turin
Department of Cultures, Politics and Society

Study location: Italy, Turin
Type: POSTGRADUATE DEGREE, full-time
Nominal duration: 2 years. The enrolment conditions (full-time or part-time) are chosen on a yearly basis, and the tuition fees change accordingly (120 ECTS)
Study language: English

CLICK HERE TO START YOUR APPLICATION
KEEP TRACK OF THE STEPS YOU STILL NEED TO COMPLETE IN THE LEFT MENU AND IN THE CHECKLIST SECTION OF YOUR APPLICATION! (Please note that the displayed picture is only for example purposes)
ATTENTION: IF YOU ARE A STUDENT HOLDING ONE OF THE PERMITS REPORTED IN SLIDE 4 YOU DO NOT HAVE TO PAY THE APPLICATION FEE EVEN IF YOU RECEIVE THIS AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED EMAIL.

To pay your application fee for 'Physics' programme at the University of Turin, please follow these steps:

1 – click [here](#) to pay (eg. Credit Card, Paypal, etc.). If you need any support, you can use the following guide, available both in [Italian](#) and in [English language](#). If you have already paid your application fee for another degree programme of the University of Turin, do not consider this email, since no other amount will be requested in the payment platform.

Within a couple of hours/days from the successful payment, your payment status in the platform will be updated, so you will be enabled to submit your application.

2 – submit your application via [Apply@Unito](#) within the deadline (###).

Kind regards,

International Students Desk

University of Turin
Send an email to internationalstudents@unito.it informing us that you are applying for the Call to award 20 “UniTO students at risk” scholarships to international students - Academic year 2022-2023, attaching your residence permit for temporary protection or your receipt of request submitted to the competent authorities.
Please wait for a confirmation email from the International Student Office. If you consider it necessary, click here to make changes.
Thank you for your attention!